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  CUSTOM PRINTED MAPS 























  
  









  You create a unique map for free using our extensive library of basemaps and feature overlays on our map builder and see a PDF proof immediately.  We’ll print it to your exact specifications on the material of your choice and deliver to your door and device.
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  FREE Shipping on all maps in the Contiguous USA.  Learn More























  
  









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  MAPS REIMAGINED























  
  







  



  THE FUTURE OF CUSTOMIZED PRINTED MAPS IS HERE























  
  









  We believe getting a map for your next adventure, special property, game management unit, favorite trail, or wall of your cabin shouldn’t require long trips to the store, less options or single basemap styles, letting someone else create your map, proofs that show up days later, or weeks waiting for delivery.  Most likely, the exact map you’ve been looking for, catered to your specific needs, doesn’t exist … until now.  The wait is over, Karta has been created to provide a do-it-yourself map building process that couldn’t be easier and faster.  You design in minutes, we print and ship to your door or device … it’s really that simple. 
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  DESIGN.























  
  









  You create your own map and choose your prints using our one-of-a-kind map builder. 
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  REVIEW.























  
  









  Generate and review your proof immediately, adjust if needed and submit your order.
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  DELIVER.























  
  









  You’re done!  We print your maps in house, check for quality, and ship them for free*.
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  MATERIALS























  
  









  FUNCTION + STYLE REDEFINED.  























  
  









  Getting a map unique to your needs isn’t only about whats on the map.  Choosing your own finish type allows it to be more functional for your exact purpose.  From ultralight, waterproof outdoor maps to rugged, dry erase maps - we’ve worked harder to find printable materials that are smarter + look good doing it. 
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      A synthetic plastic material that is reliable from the cabin to the field
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    OUTDOOR MAP

  

  
    
      Ultralight waterproof fabric built for taking a beating in the backcountry
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    MOBILE MAP

  

  
    
      When you want your Karta customized map to be available with GPS capabilities on the free Avenza App.
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  BASEMAPS























  
  









  THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.  























  
  









  Don’t get stuck with another outdated map that cuts off in the wrong spot or doesn’t really show what you want.  We like options and know that not everyone is looking for the same style of map.  Cover more ground with our collection of Forest, Atlas, Classic and International Series basemaps put the most beautiful, accurate and detailed topographic and aerial imagery at your fingertips.
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    FOREST SERIES BASEMAPS

  

  
    
      A collection of satellite + aerial imagery options with the ability to add topo, public lands + 3D terrain shading.
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      An exclusive, detailed, modern basemap with topography, public lands + a whole lot more.
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    CLASSIC SERIES BASEMAPS

  

  
    
      The classic USGS + Forest Service maps we’ve all grown up with … now tiled together so you can choose only the area you want.
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      Coverage for the globe trotters in Canada, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Iceland, Switzerland and Spain. 
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      Our exclusive Atlas Series Basemaps - the most beautiful, accurate, and up-to-date topographic maps of the United States’ outdoors
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      Stunning satellite imagery from around the globe for function or art.
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      The classic USGS + Forest Service maps we’ve all grown up with … now tiled together so you can choose only the area you want.
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      Coverage for the globe trotters in Canada, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Iceland, Switzerland and Spain. 
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  FEATURES + OVERLAYS























  
  









  MAKE IT YOUR OWN.  























  
  









  Once you’ve selected your basemap style and material, our map builder lets you add countless features to truly customize your map.  Heading into the backcountry … turn on Lat-Long, UTM, MGRS, or acreage grids, set map scales, locate game unit boundaries,  see trails, find camp or mark points of interest.  Have a special farm or property… turn on satellite imagery, adjust the 3D terrain shading, add your ownership boundary, tree stands, food plots, camera locations or bedding areas.   Already collected data points … import your .GPX or .KMZ files from your GPS, OnX, or Google Earth.  You decide, the possibilities are endless.
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                        Search by Address, or Lat-Long
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                        Import from GPS, google earth or app
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                        Date accurate north declination
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                        Share your map proof with a friend
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  MURAL MAPS 























  
  









  Go big with any of our maps and make a statement on your wall.  Order a mural map to your exact size and area of interest, then our map designers will format for you and print it in manageable panels on a peel and stick fabric material that looks and feels like wall paper.
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  MORE THAN MAPS























  
  









  TAKING YOU FARTHER, GETTING YOU CLOSER























  
  









  Karta was founded to take you farther and get you closer to that happy place where nothing else matters but the moment.   Our maps are simply the tool to get you there … to help lead you to deeper and more meaningful experiences found beyond our everyday windows, walls and devices.  We exist to help you find what your looking for, chart a course to a simpler place, and revel in the experiences you find along the way.
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  Proudly a small business with American made products
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  Karta was founded to take you farther and get you closer to that happy place where nothing else matters but the moment.   Our maps are simply the tool to get you there … to help lead you to deeper and more meaningful experiences found beyond our everyday windows, walls and devices.  We exist to help you find what your looking for, chart a course to a simpler place, and revel in the experiences you find along the way.
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